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Abstract

Genetic studies identified mutations in several immune-related genes that confer increased risk 

for developing Alzheimer’s disease (AD), suggesting a key role for microglia in AD pathology. 

Microglia are recruited to and actively modulate the local toxicity of amyloid plaques in models 

of AD through these cells’ transcriptional and functional reprogramming to a disease-associated 

phenotype. However, it remains unknown whether microglia actively respond to amyloid 

accumulation before plaque deposition in AD. We compared microglial interactions with neurons 

that exhibit amyloid accumulation to those that do not in 1-month-old 5XFAD mice to determine 

which aspects of microglial morphology and function are altered by early 6E10+ amyloid 

accumulation. We provide evidence of preferential microglial process engagement of amyloid 

laden neurons. Microglia, on exposure to amyloid, also increase their internalization of neurites 

even before plaque onset. Unexpectedly, we found that triggering receptor expressed on myeloid 

cells 2 (TREM2), which is critical for microglial responses to amyloid plaque pathology later in 

disease, is not required for enhanced microglial interactions with neurons or neurite internalization 

early in disease. However, TREM2 was still required for early morphological changes exhibited 

by microglia. These data demonstrate that microglia sense and respond to amyloid accumulation 

before plaques form using a distinct mechanism from the TREM2-dependent pathway required 

later in disease.
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1. Introduction

One of the principal drivers of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a disruption in amyloid 

homeostasis, but the response of immune cells to amyloid clearly also plays a key role in AD 

development and progression (Henstridge et al., 2019). Microglia are brain-resident immune 

cells that survey the environment through dynamic process extension and retraction (Davalos 

et al., 2005) and play important roles in normal brain function, including pruning synaptic 

elements (Weinhard et al., 2018) and clearing apoptotic cells in neurogenic niches (Sierra 

et al., 2010). In the presence of aberrant activity or damage, microglia rapidly respond by 

migrating to and extending their processes to affected sites (Davalos et al., 2005; Eyo et al., 

2018). This also occurs in AD where microglia cluster at amyloid plaques, changing their 

morphology, proliferative capacity, and phenotype (Fueger et al., 2017; Meyer-Luehmann 

et al., 2008). These plaque-associated microglia engage in functions that serve to modulate 

disease progression, including phagocytosis-mediated clearance of amyloid and apoptotic 

cells associated with plaques (Fu et al., 2014), and physically restricting plaque growth and 

diffusion of neurotoxic amyloid species, thereby protecting nearby neurons (Condello et al., 

2015; Yuan et al., 2016). However, microglia can also damage surrounding tissue through 

the production of inflammatory mediators, which can contribute to neuronal dysfunction and 

cell loss (Hansen et al., 2018; Spangenberg et al., 2016).

It is difficult to determine at late stages of AD what drives these changes in microglial 

function due to the constellation of pathologic events that occur alongside plaque formation, 

including neuritic dystrophy, cell death, astrocytosis, and possible infiltration of peripheral 

immune cells into the brain (Van Eldik et al., 2016). Several studies suggest that microglia 

sense amyloid accumulation before plaques develop in AD. There is an increase in 

microglial area in regions with amyloid laden neurons before plaques form in a rat model 

of AD, and microglia are known to closely associate with neurons at this early stage of 

disease (Ferretti et al., 2012; Welikovitch et al., 2020; Wilson et al., 2018). It is known 

that microglia engage in synaptic engulfment before plaque onset (Hong et al., 2016), 

suggesting that microglia do participate in functionally important interactions with neurons 

earlier in disease than previously appreciated, but the nature of these early interactions is 

only beginning to be explored. A recent study showed by laser-capture microdissection of 

hippocampal neurons in a pre-plaque AD rat model that these amyloid laden cells upregulate 

the chemokines CCL2 and CCL3, which could serve as cues to recruit microglia to neurons 

in early disease (Welikovitch et al., 2020). However, it has not been investigated whether 

microglia preferentially interact with amyloid laden neurons, indicative of their ability to 

recognize and respond to these cues. Later in disease, microglia phagocytose neurites and 

neurons, but the extent to which microglia initiate phagocytosis of these substrates prior 

to plaque accumulation and whether this phagocytic activity is directed specifically toward 

amyloid laden neurons remain open questions. Furthermore, it remains to be explored 

whether the mechanisms that orchestrate these early microglial responses in AD differ from 

those pathways responsible for microglial responses to advanced AD pathologies.

Recent human genetic studies definitively demonstrated that microglia can actively regulate 

AD pathogenesis. Variants in several immune-related genes confer AD risk (reviewed 

in Karch and Goate, 2015). Of the immune genes identified, variants of triggering 
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receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2 (TREM2) confer the highest risk for developing 

AD (Guerreiro et al., 2013; Jonsson et al., 2013) and are associated with several other 

neurodegenerative diseases (Paloneva et al., 2002; Rayaprolu et al., 2013). TREM2 is 

a single pass transmembrane protein with an IgG-like extracellular domain that signals 

through DNAX activation protein of 12 kDa (DAP12) to regulate microglial proliferation, 

survival, migration, phagocytosis, and production of inflammatory factors (Jay et al., 

2017b). TREM2 deficiency results in dramatically reduced microglial clustering at amyloid 

plaques in AD mouse models (Jay et al., 2015; Ulrich et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Yuan 

et al., 2016) and in individuals with AD (Yuan et al., 2016). In AD mouse models, loss 

of TREM2 leads to exacerbated amyloid burden at late but not early stages of disease (Jay 

et al., 2017a) and enhances plaque-associated neuritic dystrophy (Cheng-Hathaway et al., 

2018; Wang et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2016) and neuron loss (Wang et al., 2015). TREM2

deficient microglia also exhibit lower expression of inflammatory and phagocytosis-related 

genes, suggesting an impairment in these cells’ ability to sense or respond to amyloid 

pathology (Jay et al., 2017a; Jay et al., 2015; Keren-Shaul et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2015). 

This altogether shows that TREM2 is required for microglial recruitment and responses to 

amyloid plaques and in doing so, alters AD pathology.

In this study, we find that, before plaque onset in 5XFAD mice, microglia preferentially 

orient their processes toward amyloid laden neurons and increase their coverage of 

brain regions with high levels of amyloid accumulation. These microglia also display 

morphological changes and exhibit enhanced phagocytic activity. We show that the loss of 

the microglial receptor TREM2 impairs amyloid-driven shifts in microglial morphology, but 

interestingly, does not affect microglia-neuron interactions nor microglial phagocytic activity 

at this early stage of disease. These data reveal that the mechanisms controlling these 

microglial functions later in disease are distinct from those mediating the same functional 

changes before plaque onset.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

5XFAD transgenic mice (APPSwFlLon,PSEN1*M146L*L286V) from Jackson Laboratory 

overexpressing mutant forms of human APP and PSEN1 under the mouse Thy1 promoter 

(Oakley et al., 2006) were used at 1 month of age to model early amyloid pathology in 

AD. To generate 5XFAD;Trem2−/− mice, we crossed 5XFAD mice to Trem2−/− mice 

(TREM2tm1(KOMP)Vlcg), which substitutes a lacZ reporter for exons 2, 3 and a part of 

exon 4 of Trem2 (Jay et al., 2015). This mouse model has previously been shown to also 

exhibit specific misregulation of the neighboring gene Treml1 (Kang et al., 2018), though 

studies so far have found that this model largely recapitulates other TREM2 KO models 

in studies of AD (Cheng-Hathaway et al., 2018; Jay et al., 2017a). Littermate controls and 

both sexes were used in all experiments for a total of n = 8 5XFAD mice (6 males, 2 

females) and n = 9 5XFAD; Trem2−/− mice (5 males, 4 females), except neurite contact 

and internalization analyses where a randomized sample of n = 6 5XFAD; Trem2−/− mice 

were used. All mice were maintained on a C57BL/6 J background. Data wwwere collected 

from mice housed in the animal facilities at Case Western Reserve University and at Stark 
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Neurosciences Research Institute at Indiana University School of Medicine. The results were 

similar in animals from both institutes. Our protocol was approved by the Case Western 

Reserve University and the Indiana University School of Medicine IACUC committees. All 

mice had ad libitum access to food and water and were maintained on a 12 h light-dark 

cycle.

2.2. Slice preparation and Immunofluorescence

Mice were perfused with PBS and one brain hemisphere drop fixed in 4% PFA in PBS 

at 4 °C overnight and stored in 30% sucrose in PBS at 4 °C. Brains were embedded in 

O.C.T Compound (VWR) and cryosectioned into 30 μm free floating sections that were 

stored in cryoprotectant buffer at −20 °C until further use. Brain slices were permeabilized 

in PBS with 0.1% Triton-X and antigen retrieval was conducted at 85 °C for 15 min and 

then cooled at room temperature for 30 min using 10 mM sodium citrate with 0.5% Tween 

pH 6.0, except when staining for MAP2 and phosphorylated-neurofilament (pNF), where 

Reveal Decloaker (Biocare Medical, RV1000) was used. Slices were blocked (5% normal 

goat or donkey serum, 0.3% Triton-X in PBS pH 7.4) for 1 h and incubated in the following 

primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C: beta-amyloid 1–16 6E10 (Biolegend 803001, 1:1000), 

Iba1 (Wako 019–19741, 1:1000–1:2000), MAP2 (Abcam ab5392, 1:2000), NeuN (Millipore 

ABN90P, 1:1500), and pNF (Biolegend 801601, 1:1000). Slices were washed, and incubated 

with Alexa-fluor conjugated secondary antibodies at a 1:1000 dilution for 1 h at room 

temperature. Slices were stained with a 1:10000 dilutionduli of DAPI in PBS, washed and 

mounted using Prolong Gold.

2.3. Image acquisition and analysis

For each experiment, staining was performed on 1 medial and 1 lateral sagittal brain section 

per animal, and the investigator was blinded to Trem2 genotype. All images were acquired 

on the Nikon confocal microscope with optical slices set at 0.775 μm across 30 μm sections 

with a 40× oil objective (NA = 1.3), except for microglia-neurite contact and internalization 

imaging which was done with a 60× oil objective (NA = 1.4).

2.4. Microglial number, coverage, and neuron engagement

Brain sections were stained for Iba1, NeuN, and 6E10. Two brain sections were analyzed for 

each animal. For each brain section, two regions of interest (ROIs) with high amyloid levels 

in the somatosensory cortex and one ROI with low amyloid levels in the visual cortex were 

imaged for a total of four images in the somatosensory cortex and two images in the visual 

cortex per animal. Images were thresholded and maximum projections were prepared from 

z-stacks. NeuN was used to define cortical layer V for each image and within this area, the 

number of Iba1+ cells were manually counted and percent Iba1+ area was measured using 

Image J. These values were then averaged across all images acquired for each brain region in 

each animal, and statistics and graphs represent these averaged values. To assess microglial 

engagement of neurons, a circle was drawn centered on each neuronal cell body with a 25 

μm diameter. Since each of the neurons examined here had a diameter of approximately 20 

μm, this represented a distance of roughly 2.5 μm surrounding each cell body. A blinded 

observer then used this to establish the number of microglial processes that were in close 

proximity to the neuronal cell body. This heuristic was then applied to neurons across the 
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field of view for each image. For each animal, two ROIs were imaged in the somatosensory 

cortex, with a total of 89 to 104 NeuN+ cells analyzed per animal. These cells were divided 

into 6E10+ and 6E10- cell subsets based on the presence of 6E10 signal with a total of 37 

to 52 cells in each group for each animal. The average number of Iba1+ processes in close 

proximity with NeuN+ cell bodies was reported as microglial interaction or engagement 

of neurons. Using 3D z-stacks on Image J, the number of NeuN+ cells with soma-soma 

contact from an Iba1+ cell was manually counted in these same fields (89 to 104 cells over 

2 ROIs in the somatosensory cortex per animal). Analyses for these microglial interaction 

measures were performed on cellular replicates from 5XFAD Trem2+/+ animals for a total 

of 416 6E10+ cells and 401 6E10- cells. These analyses were also included in supplemental 

material on cellular replicates from 5XFAD Trem2−/− (KO) animals for a total of 468 

6E10+ cells and 453 6E10- cells.

2.5. Microglial morphology

Sholl analysis adapted from Norris et al. (2014) was performed to evaluate microglial 

morphology. Brain sections were stained for Iba1 and images were acquired, thresholded, 

and maximum projections were prepared from z-stacks. All cells completely encompassed 

within each ROI that could be clearly distinguished from neighboring cells were analyzed. 

Between 5 and 7 cells met these criteria per ROI, and a minimum of 10 cells over two ROIs 

within the somatosensory cortex and visual cortex were analyzed per animal. The length 

of the longest process was determined manually by drawing a line from the center of the 

cell body to the tip of the most distal process and the length recorded using Image J. To 

determine the total number of intersections, concentric radii were established 5 μm apart 

starting at 1 μm from the edge of the cell body, continuing to the most distal process. The 

number of microglial branches that intersected with all radii was recorded using the Sholl 

analysis plugin in Image J. Analysis was performed on cellular replicates, as previously 

described (Norris et al., 2014).

2.6. Microglial contact and internalization of neurites

Immunofluorescence was conducted for Iba1, pNF, and MAP2, and 60× confocal images 

were acquired. DAPI was used to locate cortical layer V. Images were deconvoluted 

in 3D, thresholded, and binary layers applied for Iba1, pNF, and MAP2 to create 3D 

reconstructed images using NIS Software (Nikon). With these binary images, the number 

of pNF+ or MAP2+ objects within 2 μm3 of an Iba1+ cell were counted in an automated 

fashion using the NIS General Analysis 3D program. These results were reported as the 

percentage of engaged neurites from total neurites, averaged across the 3D fields of two 

ROIs per cortical area for each animal. Microglial internalization of neurites was determined 

by measuring the volume of neuritic components specifically within Iba1+ cell volume 

(referred to as internalized neurites) and the total volume of neuritic components within 

the 3D field to calculate the percentage of internalized neurites within microglia. This was 

done individually for MAP2+ dendrites and pNF+ axons in, as above, two ROIs for each 

cortical region in each animal. It should be noted that z slices were acquired 0.775 μm apart. 

While this is consistent with previous work that performed similar analyses (Sierra et al., 

2010), oversampling in the z plane using smaller step sizes would have allowed us to better 

ensure that all the co-localized signal we observed was truly represented co-localized in the 
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z plane. The pNF+ and MAP2+ signal within Iba1+ cells reported here was determined in an 

automated fashion using 3D co-localization analysis in Nikon NIS software.

2.7. Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism. Statistical differences across two 

groups were determined using two-sided, unpaired t-tests on individual cells (NeuN+ or 

Iba1+ cells) and two-sided, paired t-tests performed for analyses that assessed differences 

across brain regions within animals, as denoted in each figure legend. 2-way ANOVAs were 

used in comparisons of amyloid level and Trem2 genotype and Bonferroni post-hoc tests 

performed where indicated. Column statistics were applied to identify outliers and these 

samples were excluded. Each n represents an individual animal, except for assessment of 

microglial morphology and microglial engagement of cell bodies where cellular replicates 

were used for analysis. Graphs represent the mean and error bars signify the SEM. 

Significance between groups are denoted by * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, or 

**** p < 0.0001. In addition, means, SEM, n’s and exact p-values are included in the figure 

legend for each analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Early neuron-associated amyloid accumulation in an AD mouse model

To address how microglia respond to amyloid pathology before plaque onset, we examined 

1-month-old 5XFAD mice. In this AD model, plaques have not yet formed at 1 month of 

age, but 6E10 immunoreactive species are found to accumulate within neurons (Fig. 1A), 

including amyloid precursor protein and its amyloidogenic cleavage products (Youmans et 

al., 2012).

3.2. Microglial coverage and morphology in high and low amyloid laden brain areas

Because there are regional differences in the accumulation of 6E10+ amyloid species in our 

model, we were able to compare areas of low amyloid accumulation (visual cortex, Fig. 1B) 

to those with high levels (somatosensory cortex, Fig. 1C). We were interested in what early 

changes occur in microglia in response to amyloid accumulation and evaluated microglia 

number, coverage, and morphology in the visual (Fig. 1D–E) and somatosensory cortices 

(Fig. 1F–G). We found an increase in Iba1+ microglial area within cortical regions with 

high amyloid levels compared to low levels (Fig. 1H), indicating that even in the absence of 

plaques, amyloid can drive enhanced area coverage by microglia.

Both changes in the number of microglia or their morphology could promote increased 

microglial area in amyloid laden brain regions, and both of these features of microglia 

are established to change after the onset of plaque deposition. At this early stage of 

disease, we found no change in the number of microglia in areas with high amyloid levels 

(Fig. 1I) and no change in the length of the longest process of individual microglia (Fig. 

1J). However, Sholl analysis revealed an increase in the number of intersections between 

microglial processes and concentric radii established around the cell body, a measure used 

to determine microglial branching complexity, within high amyloid regions (Fig. 1K). These 

early morphological changes thus contribute to the increases in microglial coverage of areas 
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with high amyloid levels early in pathology. Interestingly, this is in contrast to the reduced 

branching observed in activated microglia after plaque onset, indicating that microglia 

exhibit distinct morphological changes at early and late stages of AD.

3.3. Microglial engagement of neurons

These data suggest that microglia respond to early amyloid accumulation before plaque 

onset through morphological changes. However, these comparisons were done across 

different cortical areas and intrinsic differences in microglia between these two regions 

could also contribute to these results. To determine whether our results were due specifically 

to microglial sensing early amyloid accumulation, we next evaluated microglial responses 

within the somatosensory cortex, which contains both neurons that do and do not exhibit 

early amyloid accumulation based on positive 6E10 signal at this stage of disease. We 

used this region to assess whether microglia preferentially associated with amyloid laden 

neurons. It is well described that plaques readily recruit microglia and that plaque-associated 

microglia preferentially orient their processes to contact plaques (Meyer-Luehmann et al., 

2008). We found that early amyloid build-up also elicits preferential microglial association 

with 6E10+ neurons (Fig. 2A), similar to previous reports (Ferretti et al., 2012; Wilson et 

al., 2018). Next we quantified these microglia-neuron interactions and observed an increase 

in the number of microglial processes adjacent to or contacting 6E10+ neuronal cell bodies 

compared to neighboring neurons lacking 6E10 signal in the somatosensory cortex (Fig. 

2B). We next compared the distribution of microglial contacts on neuronal cell bodies 

between 6E10+ and 6E10- neuronal populations. We observed a greater number of 6E10- 

neurons with no or minimal microglial contacts (0 to 2 engaged processes) compared to 

6E10+ neurons, whereas significantly more 6E10+ neurons had 5 or 6 engaged microglial 

processes relative to 6E10- neurons (Fig. 2C). These findings indicate a shift in microglia

neuron interactions from minimal to extensive microglial process contact of neuronal 

cell bodies in response to amyloid accumulation. This extends recent work eloquently 

demonstrating increased microglial process contact of neuronal cell bodies in stroke, 

suggesting that these interactions may represent a common functional response of microglia 

to neurons across diverse injury and disease states (Cserép et al., 2020). In addition to 

microglial processes, microglial cell bodies have also been shown to contact neuronal cell 

bodies, which had been shown to precede the phagocytic removal of neurons (Sierra et al., 

2010). Using NeuN to identify neuronal cell bodies, we observed cell body contacts between 

microglia and neurons in this early stage of pathology within the somatosensory cortex (Fig. 

2D). Similar to microglia process engagement of neuronal cell bodies, these soma-soma 

interactions were enhanced for 6E10+ neurons compared to neighboring 6E10- neurons 

(Fig. 2E). Altogether, we show that microglia respond to early amyloid accumulation 

through process and cell body contact of neurons with a local preference for amyloid laden 

neurons.

3.4. Neurite contacts by microglia

We also observed close interactions between microglial processes and neurites (Fig. 3A–B) 

in the somatosensory and visual cortices. Previous studies have used varying distances 

from 13 nm to 50 μm as cut-offs to study microglial mobilization and contact of neurons 

(Cserép et al., 2020; Welikovitch et al., 2020). To assess possible sites of interaction between 
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microglia and neurites, we quantified the number of neurites within 2 μm3 of a microglial 

cell, consistent with the distance used to assess microglial interactions with neuronal cell 

bodies in our previous analyses. Using 3D reconstruction of thresholded, binary-converted 

confocal images (Fig. 3C,E), we quantified the percentage of pNF+ axons or MAP2+ 

dendrite objects within 2 μm3 of an Iba1+ microglia relative to total neurites within the 

field to measure potential microglia-neurite interactions. We found an increase in microglial 

association with both axons (Fig. 3D) and dendrites (Fig. 3F) in areas with higher amyloid, 

indicating enhanced local engagement of microglia with neurites in the presence of amyloid 

accumulation.

3.5. Amyloid-induced neurite internalization by microglia

These data demonstrate that microglia recognize and respond to amyloid pathology before 

plaque onset by changing their morphology and increasing their interaction with neuronal 

cell bodies and neurites. We next wanted to determine whether these structural interactions 

also represent important functional interactions between microglia and neurons early in 

disease. We hypothesized that an amyloid-driven increase in microglia-neuron interactions 

could correlate with enhanced microglial internalization of neuritic components, thereby 

contributing to early AD pathology. We observed internalized pNF+ axon fragments within 

Iba1+ microglia (Fig. 4A), and found a significant effect of brain region on internalized 

axons and dendrites by microglia (Fig. 4B–C). However, it should be noted that while 

similar to those used in previous studies (Sierra et al., 2010), the imaging parameters 

used here do result in undersampling in the z plane, and thus the co-localization may 

be overestimated. However, these data show that microglial engulfment of neurites occurs 

relatively more in response to amyloid production, preceding the appearance of plaques 

in our 5XFAD model. It is known that microglial elimination of synapses, neurites, and 

neurons that occurs later with disease progression are critical determinants of behavioral 

changes associated with AD pathology (Shi et al., 2017; Spangenberg et al., 2016). Our 

data indicate that these amyloid-driven changes in microglial phagocytic function may occur 

earlier in disease than previously appreciated, initiating early changes in neuronal function 

that likely have an important impact on later behavioral deficits in AD.

3.6. TREM2 is not required for early microglial responses to amyloid accumulation

TREM2 is necessary after plaque development to orchestrate changes in microglial 

phenotype, accumulation around plaques, and clearance of amyloid species (Jay et al., 

2017b; Wang et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2016). We used 5XFAD TREM2 KO mice to 

determine whether TREM2 was also required for the changes in microglial function 

observed at 1 month of age. It should be noted that the TREM2 KO model used here 

has also been shown to increase transcription of the gene Treml1 (Kang et al., 2018). 

Using this model, we found that TREM2 was required for the morphological changes in 

microglia in response to early amyloid accumulation (Fig. S1). However, TREM2 was not 

required for preferential recruitment of microglial processes to amyloid laden neurons (Fig. 

S2) or for uptake of neurites (Fig. 4B,C). This differs from the clear role of TREM2 in 

microglial recruitment to amyloid plaques. These findings overall show that early structural 

and functional changes in microglia-neuron interactions do not require TREM2, and must 
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rely on mechanisms distinct from those that drive microglial responses to amyloid plaques 

and phagocytosis later in disease.

4. Discussion

In this study we provide novel insights into the phenotypic changes that microglia undergo 

in early AD before plaque onset and address how the mechanisms that govern these changes 

compare to those required for microglial responses to AD pathology after plaque deposition. 

We used the region-specific and relatively sparse amyloid accumulation within neurons in 

1-month-old 5XFAD mice to assess whether microglial phenotype was specifically altered 

in response to neuronal amyloid accumulation. Indeed, we found that there was an increase 

in the area occupied by microglia in regions with extensive neuronal amyloid accumulation. 

TREM2 is known to be required for microglial chemotaxis (Mazaheri et al., 2017) and 

clustering in areas with high levels of amyloid after plaque deposition (Jay et al., 2017a; 

Wang et al., 2015). To assess whether the same mechanism was responsible for changes in 

microglial morphology and coverage before plaque onset, we tested whether these changes 

were also dependent on TREM2. Our study reveals that TREM2 is required to initiate 

changes in microglial morphology and increased microglial coverage of amyloid laden 

cortical areas before plaques form. This demonstrates that microglial accumulation and 

morphological changes share a TREM2-dependent mechanism throughout AD progression.

We show, for the first time, that microglia in regions with neuronal amyloid accumulation 

preferentially engage with these amyloid laden neurons, supporting neuronal amyloid 

accumulation as a driver of microglial engagement. We find that microglia engage in a 

range of interactions with neurons in early AD, including process-soma, soma-soma, and 

process-neurite contacts. It has been posited that TREM2 is required to sense amyloid 

deposition later in AD progression (Zhao et al., 2018). We found that before plaques 

deposit, TREM2 deficient microglia displayed no differences in their ability to preferentially 

engage 6E10+ neurons, suggesting that TREM2 is not required for microglial responses to 

neuronal amyloid accumulation in early AD. We were not able to identify the factors that 

are responsible for driving this microglial engagement with neurons early in pathology in 

this study. Previous work in other pathological contexts suggest candidate factors, including 

chemokines such as CX3CL1 (Lee et al., 2014) and CCL2/3 (Welikovitch et al., 2020), 

factors released in response to oxidative stress (Wilson et al., 2018), myelin debris, or 

extracellular ATP (Cserép et al., 2020; Davalos et al., 2005; Neumann et al., 2009). Factors 

involved in microglia-neuron interactions during development, including complement or 

phosphatidylserine (PS) exposure (Scott-Hewitt et al., 2020) could also play a role in the 

interactions we observe here in early AD. Recently, microglial interactions with neuronal 

soma have been linked to the level of neuronal activity, supported by TRPV1-expressing 

neurons activated by capsaicin exhibiting increased soma contacts by microglia (Hughes 

and Appel, 2020). This brings forth a new dimension to microglia-neuron interactions, 

neuronal synaptic transmission, which may also be a key regulator of microglial engagement 

of neurons in early AD. It is not yet clear how intraneuronal amyloid accumulation might 

interact with these, or yet-to-be identified factors, to promote specific microglial recruitment 

to 6E10+ neurons. While future work will be required to delineate the specific cues at play, 

our data demonstrate that early amyloid accumulation is sufficient to promote preferential 
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engagement of amyloid laden neurons over neighboring neurons by microglia irrespective of 

TREM2 expression before plaque formation in AD.

In light of recent studies showing that microglial contacts are associated with synapse 

remodeling (Weinhard et al., 2018) and dendritic spine loss (Tremblay et al., 2010), we 

posited that the early interactions we observe between microglia and neurons in AD could 

indicate functional alterations in phagocytic uptake of neuronal elements by microglia early 

in disease. At late stages of AD, microglia engage in phagocytosis of neurons, contributing 

to pathological neuronal loss (Spangenberg et al., 2016). However, extensive neuronal cell 

death is not observed at the early disease stage examined in our study (Oakley et al., 2006), 

bringing forth the question of what role microglial phagocytosis has early in AD. Rather 

than executing phagocytosis of neuronal cell bodies, we found that microglia internalize 

neuritic elements. Microglial engulfment of neurites was enhanced in areas with high levels 

of amyloid accumulation, signifying that amyloid may direct microglial phagocytic uptake 

of neurites at this early pathologic stage. Neuritic uptake by microglia may lead to synaptic 

dysfunction through the active process of synaptic pruning, which has previously been 

shown to occur at 1 month of age before plaque onset in a mouse model of AD (Hong 

et al., 2016). The refinement of synaptic connectivity in these brain regions is complete 

by 1 month of age, however, it would be illuminating to examine these phenomena at 

later disease stages and in a less aggressive AD model before plaque onset. In our model, 

TREM2 deficiency did not suppress microglial uptake of neurites, suggesting that different 

regulatory mechanisms control microglial phagocytic activity at early and late stages of 

disease since TREM2 is known to coordinate the upregulation of phagocytic machinery 

late in disease (Keren-Shaul et al., 2017). While some of the microglia-neuron contacts we 

observed in response to early AD pathology result in phagocytosis, recent work shows that 

microglia-neuron contacts do not always represent phagocytic interactions, instead serving 

a protective function following stroke (Cserép et al., 2020). Future work will likely uncover 

other important functions of these microglia-neuron interactions in disease that may be 

helpful, harmful, or simply represent passive surveillance.

We find amyloid accumulation preceding plaque onset is sufficient to change microglial 

morphology and promote microglial process engagement and phagocytic machinery 

targeting amyloid laden neurons. While normally considered a coordinated response of 

microglia to disease, our data suggest that amyloid-driven morphological changes are 

governed by a TREM2-dependent pathway, whereas TREM2-independent pathways are 

responsible for microglial interactions with neurons and phagocytosis of neurites. This 

suggests it is possible to manipulate specific features of the microglial response to AD 

pathology, which may be critically important in the design of microglia-directed AD 

therapeutics.
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Fig. 1. 
Early amyloid accumulation drives changes in microglial coverage and morphology. (A) In 

1-month-old 5XFAD mice, cortical layer V exhibits (B) low 6E10+ immunoreactivity in the 

visual cortex and (C) high 6E10+ signal in the somatosensory cortex. Microglia coverage, 

number, and morphology was evaluated in the (D, E) visual and (F, G) somatosensory 

cortices. Microglia coverage and cell number were determined by the averages of two 

images of the visual cortex and four images of the somatosensory cortex, respectively, per 

animal for 8 animals, and statistics and graphs represent the averages across all animals 
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per brain region. For Sholl analysis on microglia, 5–7 cells were analyzed across two ROIs 

in each brain region for 8 animals and analyses were performed on cellular replicates. 

Morphological measures assessed on individual microglia are shown in E and G: the 

distance from the center of the cell body to the edge of the longest process is shown in red, 

and the number of intersections between the cellular processes and each radius is shown in 

cyan. (H) Percent Iba1 area was increased in the higher amyloid region of the somatosensory 

cortex (SS) compared to the low amyloid laden visual (V) cortex using a paired t-test on n 
= 8 biological replicates (V = 12.06 ± 0.677, n = 8 mice; SS = 13.12 ± 0.639, n = 8 mice; 

paired t-test p = 0.022). (I) The number of microglia was not significantly different between 

these two brain regions (V = 587.0 ± 10.48, n = 8 mice; SS = 556.4 ± 17.89, n = 8 mice; 

paired t-test p = 0.118). (J) An unpaired t-test revealed no significant differences between 

brain regions in the measured length of the longest process (V = 34.86 ± 0.947, n = 77 

cells; SS = 34.03 ± 0.899, n = 91 cells; unpaired t-test p = 0.527). (K) The total number 

of intersections were significantly increased in the somatosensory cortex (SS) relative to the 

visual cortex (V) (V = 44.03 ± 1.43, n = 77 cells; SS = 48.77 ± 1.41, n = 103 cells; unpaired 

t-test p = 0.020). Scalebars for images A is 400 μm, and B, C, D, and F are 50 μm. Data are 

reported as mean ± SEM. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 2. 
Microglia show preferential engagement of amyloid laden neurons in pre-plaque animals. 

(A) A 3D-plane image showing an Iba1+ microglia making contact (white arrow heads) 

with its processes to 6E10+ (yellow asterisks) and 6E10- (red asterisks) neuronal cell bodies. 

(B) There is a significant increase in the number of Iba1+ microglial processes contacting 

6E10+ neuronal cell bodies compared to neighboring 6E10- neuronal cell bodies in the 

somatosensory cortex (6E10- = 2.74 ± 0.068, n = 401 cells; 6E10+ = 3.20 ± 0.075, n = 416 

cells; unpaired t-test p ≤ 0.0001). (C) A similar distribution for the percent of neurons with 
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different degrees of microglial contact exists across 6E10- and 6E10+ neuronal populations. 

However, minimal microglial engagement (0–2 processes) occurs for significantly more 

6E10- neurons than 6E10+ neurons, while high microglial engagement (5 or 6 processes) 

happens for a greater number of 6E10+ neurons compared to 6E10- neurons (0–2 Processes 

(6E10- = 44.64 ± 2.486, n = 401 cells; 6E10+ = 36.06 ± 2.36, n = 416 cells; unpaired t-test 

p = 0.0124), 3 Processes (6E10- = 25.44 ± 2.18, n = 401 cells; 6E10+ = 25.96 ± 2.15, n 

= 416 cells; unpaired t-test p = 0.864), 4 Processes (6E10- = 22.44 ± 2.09, n = 401 cells; 

6E10+ = 19.47 ± 1.94, n = 416 cells; unpaired t-test p = 0.2969), 5 Processes (6E10- = 4.74 

± 1.06, n = 401 cells; 6E10+ = 11.06 ± 1.54, n = 416 cells; unpaired t-test p = 0.0008), 6 

Processes (6E10- = 2.00 ± 0.699, n = 401 cells; 6E10+ = 5.05 ± 1.08, n = 416 cells; unpaired 

t-test p = 0.0184), 7 Processes: 6E10- = 0.748 ± 0.431, n = 401 cells; 6E10+ = 2.40 ± 

0.752, n = 416 cells; unpaired t-test p = 0.0587)). (D) Iba1+ microglia can make soma-soma 

contacts with NeuN+ neurons as shown in three different image planes. (E) The percent of 

neuronal cell bodies with Iba1+ cell soma contact is higher for 6E10+ neurons compared to 

neighboring 6E10- neurons (6E10- = 5.49 ± 1.14, n = 401 cells; 6E10+ = 10.58 ± 1.51, n = 

416 cells; unpaired t-test p = 0.0075). Analyses were performed on 401 6E10- cells and 416 

6E10+ cells over two ROIs in the somatosensory cortex across 8 animals and statistics were 

performed on cellular replicates using unpaired t-tests. Data are reported as mean ± SEM. 

(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. 
Amyloid accumulation promotes enhanced microglia-neurite interactions. (A) 

Representative unprocessed images of Iba1+ microglia and the axonal marker 

phosphorylated neurofilament (pNF) and (B) Iba1+ microglia and the dendritic marker 

MAP2 taken from layer V of the somatosensory and visual cortices. (C) Images were 

thresholded and example binary 3D representations of the images in A are shown. Examples 

of Iba1+ microglial processes (cell bodies labeled*) within 2 μm3 of neurites are indicated 

by white circles. (D) The number of processes within this distance was analyzed for pNF
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positive axons, and normalized to the total pNF signal in each field. This was significantly 

elevated in the amyloid-enriched somatosensory cortex (V = 33.42 ± 2.41, n = 8 mice; 

SS = 36.66 ± 2.83, n = 8 mice; paired t-test p = 0.0059). Similarly, microglial processes 

also contact (E) MAP2-positive dendrites, shown here as 3D representations of thresholded 

images from B. (F) This type of microglial-neurite contact is also increased in the presence 

of high amyloid levels in the somatosensory cortex compared to the visual cortex (V = 33.48 

± 2.64, n = 8 mice; SS = 36.91 ± 3.34, n = 8 mice; paired t-test p = 0.0415). Paired t-tests 

were performed between brain regions where an average was taken of two ROIs per cortical 

region for each animal (n = 8). Scalebars for images A and B are 50 μm. Data are reported as 

mean ± SEM.
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Fig. 4. 
Increased microglial uptake of neurites occurs in high amyloid areas and does not require 

the phagocytic receptor TREM2. (A) Representative images are shown of Iba1+ microglia 

with internalized pNF+ axons in the somatosensory and visual cortices of 5×FAD (or 5×) 

TREM2 WT and 5× TREM2 KO mice. Quantification of internalized (B) pNF+ axons and 

(C) MAP2+ dendrites in microglia with statistical analysis by 2-way ANOVA reveals a 

significant effect of brain region on internalized neurites. B: (WT(V) = 0.802 ± 0.104, n = 8 

mice; WT(SS) = 0.947 ± 0.137, n = 8 mice; KO (V) = 0.767 ± 0.105, n = 6 mice; KO(SS) 

= 0.977 ± 0.126, n = 6 mice; 2-way ANOVA: Brain region p = 0.0021, Genotype p = 0.990, 

Interaction p = 0.494; Bonferroni post-hoc test, p values corrected for multiple comparisons: 

5× TREM2 WT p = 0.0610, 5× TREM2 KO p = 0.0199), C: (WT(V) = 0.626 ± 0.068, n = 8 

mice; WT(SS) = 0.725 ± 0.101, n = 8 mice; KO(V) = 0.602 ± 0.074, n = 6 mice; KO(SS) = 

0.759 ± 0.0702, n = 6 mice; 2-way ANOVA: Brain region p = 0.0021, Genotype p = 0.966, 

Interaction p = 0.391; Bonferroni post-hoc test, p values corrected for multiple comparisons: 

5× TREM2 WT p = 0.0801, 5× TREM2 KO p = 0.0161). There was no significant effect 

of genotype or interaction. Bonferroni post-hoc tests revealed significant increases in neurite 

uptake in the somatosensory cortex within 5× TREM2 KO mice. Analyses were performed 

on an average taken from two ROIs per cortical region for each animal (n = 8 5× TREM2 
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WT; n = 6 5× TREM2 KO). Scalebars for images are 20 μm. Data are reported as mean ± 

SEM.
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